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OUR TOP TIPS
Adeline S.

Food Link - p.18
What do I love about FoodLink?
100% vegan flavours on an
exciting adventure exploring
the wide range of plant-based
meat alternatives. It's a greasy
spoon kind of place packed with
mouth-watering surprises. You
won't believe how good the food
is. Get in there!

Emmanuelle

Graffitipolis - p.8
Graffitipolis could be described
as a temple to graffiti or a free
street art museum which started
on the Kinepolis Mulhouse
car park walls in July 2020.
Mission: brighten up the car
park's 27,000m² of grey walls!
Graffitipolis is painting the town
red! and there's more to come...

Nathalie B.

The boutique of the
printed textile museum - p.15
Whether it be big name textile
designers or local creatives,
Museum of Printed Textiles is the
place to unearth gift ideas that
will go down a storm!
It's always a treat visiting
the stylish, original and cool this
museum's shop.

Adeline D.

Tandem - p.19

Aurélie

Oelenberg Abbey p.39
The magical and mysterious
Oelenberg Abbey appears at a
bend in the road in an idyllic
green haven. It's great for a
leisurely stroll. It encompasses
centuries of history. I love
the mysterious and peaceful
atmosphere here... plus the
biscuits, pasta and other
homemade products in the
abbey shop !

Dirler Cadé - p.43
A renowned winery. A farming
method that takes care of nature
and the vines. Grand cru sites in
4 areas. A winery in a beautiful
part of Guebwiller and Bergholtz.
I'm proud of what they do!

Les Dominicains
de Haute-Alsace - p.40

Bénédicte

Tilvist - p.45

Chloé

Les Domaines qui montent
p.45
Whether it's to treat yourself
or someone special, if you
love local produce then this is
the shop for you! Jérôme and
his team will give you a warm
welcome and help you choose
what you want in a friendly
foodie store.

Mathilde

Nathalie P.

Écomusée d'Alsace - p.26

La Quille - p.17

Geneviève

Mégane

Mine and Potash Museum - p.26
I love Pauli and the cloakroom
- his tales of his time in the
mines will have you roaring with
laughter one minute and sobbing
the next. It's an emotional
rollercoaster!

Clémence

beautiful region from the skies is
simply magical! It's lovely to walk
in the park and thrill-seekers
can get their kicks on the Snake
or have a drink in the aerobar.
As you can see, I love it!

Ondine

Folie Flore p.32

Patricia

Little Prince Park - p.41
The Little Prince Park is a
buzzing outdoor theme park for
children and adults alike.
A dive into the wonderful world
of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
makes me feel like I've gone
back to my childhood...
Hopping into the King's hot-air
balloon and gazing at our
7
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BRAND
NEW!
They've made their mark in and around
Mulhouse: new unmissable activities and events!

Graffitipolis
Graffitipolis is a street art project backed by the Orlinda
Lavergne Gallery, MUR Colmar and MUR Mulhouse to bring
the Kinépolis cinema car park to life! Dozens of artists have
been let loose on the walls which they've gradually covered
in graffiti since July 2020. It's a sight for sore eyes and not
just for street art fans. One to watch!
175 avenue Robert Schuman - 68070 Mulhouse
INSTAGRAM @graffitipolis

Écomusée d’Alsace
This outdoor museum has all kinds of things to do: craft
workshops, museum storeroom tours and animal feeding. The
museum has even more in store for 2021: play in a forest, a
fun-filled sensory trail for little ones and an artisan brewery
where you can learn how to make your own beer.
Chemin du Grosswald - 68190 Ungersheim
www.ecomuse.alsace/en

Jardins du Temps
relaunch in Illzach
The landscaped floral park, Jardins du Temps, hosts guided
tours and events to introduce you to its myriad leafy locations.
A natural haven that sets your senses on fire!
81 rue des Vosges - 68110 Illzach
www.jardins-du-temps.fr

Wackes Food Tour
Mulhouse's foodie
experience
New in Mulhouse! The Tourist Office introduces you to
locals' favourite eateries ("Wackes" means rascal which was
the Mulhousians nickname in Alsatian). Tearooms, cosy
cafés, trendy restaurants, chocolate shops, bakeries, local
food networks and more. A mouth-watering experience
at your own pace!
Book your food tour on www.tourisme-mulhouse.com
or directly at the Tourist Office
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François Schneider
Foundation/
Musée Quai Branly
Exhibition
Visit "Les Territoires de l'Eau" exhibition,
a project brought to you by the François
Schneider Foundation in collaboration
with the Musée du Quai Branly in Paris.
A hundred contemporary artworks and
items from outside Europe have been
brought together in a never-before-seen
collection on the theme of water. An
adventure exploring the most diverse
cultures awaits.
 from May 22nd to September 28th 2021
Fondation François Schneider
27 rue de la Première Armée
68700 Wattwiller
www.fondationfrancoisschneider.org

Energy Garden

Electropolis Museum
The Electropolis Museum will open its brand new "energy garden" in June 2021.
Step into a leafy haven and learn about outstanding electrical heritage such as
the Fessenheim power plant turbine and The Wheel of Energy by Tomi Ungerer. An
outdoor experience, fun-filled educational trail and interactive augmented reality
game bring heirlooms to life.
55 rue du Pâturage - 68200 Mulhouse
www.musee-electropolis.fr/

Birth of a polar bear

at the zoological and botanical Garden
A polar bear was born at Mulhouse Zoological and Botanical Garden on November
22nd 2020. This is the park's second viable birth after Nanuq's arrival in 2017. Fans
of the park are certainly excited about the newborn as 7500 voted to choose its
name: Kara. The park's bright idea will promote awareness about global warming.
111 avenue de la 1re Division Blindée - 68100 Mulhouse
www.zoo-mulhouse.com
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A DAY WITH…
…The Hook. The Hook are a Mulhouse rock band with 4 members: Joe on vocals,
Hugo on guitar, Dylan on bass and Eric on drums. Who are their influences? 60-80s rock, blues,
The Rolling Stones, Led Zeppelin and The Doors. They've got real rock 'n' roll style and attitude!
So, what's a day like in their company?

6pm

Before performing or going to a concert, let's head to Le
Gambrinus. We love the atmosphere, playlist and music here.
And we really love Jipé's hospitality! He's a real music lover,
has always supported us and booked us when we started out.

8pm

N
 ew maxi-single: "Surprise, you're dead! "

 @thehookrockband

11am

11pm

12pm

Bonus

It's a late start depending on the night before. Let's get together
at Vanilla Café on Place de la Paix for some good coffee and
breakfast. "We meet up with friends here for a brew. The buns
here are soft and crispy" (Hugo).
We don't tend to stop for lunch but Katçup is great (Joe and
Hugo). Then most of the day is spent rehearsing at Noumatrouff,
Mulhouse's alternative music venue.

4pm

Let's take a stroll down Rue des Franciscains and visit our
favourite record shop, Mélodie en Sous-Sol. "It's the only record
shop where I've been able to unearth gems for a very long
time. It's even better than New York" (Hugo) (editor's note: he
hasn't even been there!) "Eric is so cool, he's a mate. He really
knows his stuff when it comes to rock and he only stocks
what he likes! Even my mates from Paris love it here. They
go home laden with records!"
*closed for renovation in 2021
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It's time to go to Noumatrouff, Mulhouse's iconic venue. It's the
group's HQ: we rehearse here, do residences here, play here.
We gave our first concert here! Olivier (Dieterlen) (editor's note:
venue manager) is a massive support. "We wouldn't be here
if it wasn't for him" (Hugo) It's our signature stage! A magical
moment? A Nouma live stream concert that was screened
live at Le Gambrinus!
Dinner at Hug after performing in Mulhouse.
"Their cordon bleu, 20 minutes cooking, 500g of happiness!
With extra sauce of course" (Hugo)
"Or a Gargantua tartare: it's a beast! " (Dylan)
"The Belvedere* is a great place to get starry-eyed" (Joe)
(editor's note: he means woo the opposite sex) "Yes, I'd come
here when I was at Nursing School, it was just next door! It's
a romantic spot with views of the entire city" (Dylan)

Blogs : www.birdsandbicycles.fr / www.yapaslefeuaulac.ch

1pm

Time for lunch at Chez Henriette, a real institution in the
street of the same name. I order my favourite Alsatian dish
that I discovered whilst living here: surlawerla (minced liver)
with spaetzle!

2.30pm

…Kantutita.

Swiss-born Kantutita has lived in Mulhouse for
3 years. She's a magazine editor and has two
blogs: Birds and Bicycles, a lifestyle blog, and
Yapaslefeuaulac, a blog to introduce Switzerland
to the French and France to the Swiss. She fell
in love with the city and its location near her
beloved Vosges mountains.

9am

How about starting with a tour of central Mulhouse? I want to
introduce you to the main attractions and my favourite spots:
• Place de la Bourse and its fabulous arcades
• The iconic Place de la Réunion with its colourful buildings and
former town hall. Pop into the museum inside the former town
hall to see the boardroom and its many sculpted woodworks.
• Keep your eyes peeled for street art along the way: C215's
postboxes, CLET's signs etc.
Let's stop at my favourite café on Rue des Franciscains to
recharge our batteries: Kŏhī! I always get the same thing:
cappuccino with plant milk and a sweet treat.
And let's not forget my favourite shops like the Mélodie en
Sous-Sol record shop on this beloved cobbled street! And the
little bookshops like the Japanese bookshop Le Temple d'Inari.
Some of the best spots are tucked away down little streets
or alleyways like Passage du Théâtre or Galerie Engelmann.

After lunch, let's go to the Museum of Printed Textiles. I love
visiting this Mulhouse museum. A trip here is an exciting
adventure in the world of art and technique. The amazing
patterns on display always blow me away.

4pm

I'm taking you on a late afternoon walk around the lovely
Rebberg neighbourhood. Be warned: it's uphill but no pain, no
gain. There are sweet little lanes and beautiful manors with
huge grounds to gaze at on the way.
Let's visit Parc du Réservoir before we head back down into
the city. I love stopping in this little park to watch the sunset.
It's got great views of the city!

7pm

A quick pre-dinner pit stop at L'Hardivin wine bar on Rue
des Tanneurs. I really like the secret terrace and amazing
atmosphere!
To end the day on a high, let's have dinner in one of my favourite
restaurants serving international cuisine. Mulhouse is full of
them. Tonight we're off to Spain beneath the Place de la Bourse
arcades at Los Buenos Días. I recommend the calamari a la
Andaluza and substantial tartares. It really feels like you're in
Spain what with the tapas, sangria and sunny atmosphere!
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2 DAYS WITH…

Wallach park

…Nadiya and her family. Ukraine-born Nadiya has lived in

Mulhouse for years! She has 2 boys, Russlan (11) and Niki (5). She works in tourism but uses her love
for language to teach Ukrainian students French.

DAY 1
10am

We start our day at the Automobile Museum. We always take
the little train that runs through it and do the scavenger hunt
with the kids. We like taking photos of ourselves in front of
all the great cars too. The boys love the Bugatti Veyron and
I'm a big fan of the VIP area with Bugatti Royales.

12.30pm

Let's head back into town (3 tram stops, it's so handy!) for
lunch at Café Mozart. It has unobstructed views of Place de la
Réunion and the Temple but most importantly we're here for…
the desserts. Yummy! The children always have a chocolate
éclair and I get whatever I fancy!
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2pm

Let's walk it off in Steinbach Park! Whilst the kids let off
steam in the wooden play area, let's soak up the sunshine
surrounded by the park's stunning trees.

3pm

The Théâtre de la Sinne is right next to the park. It's ideal as
we like going there when there's a family show. It's a proper
old-fashioned theatre with a great atmosphere and interior
that whisks you back in time!

6pm

We end the day in Wallach Park with a picnic before dusk. We
live next door so it's like a second garden to us. We always
bring something to play with (boules, ball, Mölkky etc.) It's
one of the biggest parks on the outskirts of Mulhouse with a
stunning French garden and beautiful rose garden.

DAY 2
11am

This morning we're going to NoMad, one of our favourites! I
really like the site itself as it's an old industrial building with
a trendy upcycled interior. The dishes are modern and there's
something for everyone. Whether you're with family, friends,
your partner, it's a real people pleaser. But we're here for the
amazing brunch today! The kids can have fun in the play area
and we can just enjoy ourselves...

Electropolis museum

1pm

Now we're full, let's visit two other iconic neighbours: the
Railway Museum and Electropolis Museum. The kids love
how much fun the Electropolis Museum is. They can conduct
experiments in the electrostatics theatre, learn how electricity
works by playing games or go on a scavenger hunt.
It feels like you've travelled back in time at the Railway Museum.
The children love trains and my eldest is a real history buff.
And so am I! If you want to find out how people used to travel,
you have to visit this museum. We really like the old-fashioned
side of it: seeing vintage luggage, beautiful leather carriages,
old sleeper trains... We don't have these things anymore so it
sparks your imagination!

Belvedere

6pm

Before we go home, let's head to the Belvedere (editor's note:
a 19th century steel tower built in the Rebberg neighbourhood).
This is the place for unobstructed views of Mulhouse that
reach as far as the Vosges, Black Forest and even the Alps...
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TEXTILE SHOPPING
Textiles and Mulhouse have real history. We've chosen textile items made locally for this new
shopping selection to bring you quirky homeware made in Mulhouse!

Mulhouse Christmas Fabric
THE BOUTIQUE OF THE TOURIST OFFICE
We couldn't start this article without mentioning the famous
Mulhouse Christmas Fabric! Local designer Marie-Jo Gebel
creates a new model every year based on the Museum of
Printed Textiles archives. The cloth is printed and made into
a range of tableware in Alsace but Alsatian designers also
use it to make cute collector's items!

The Hearts by
Christiane Koch
THE BOUTIQUE OF THE TOURIST OFFICE
Christiane Koch is a textile designer from northern Alsace.
Her signature? Hearts in all their glory: keyrings, hangings in
all sizes, cushions and more. She makes them from Mulhouse
Christmas Cloth every year but you can also pick up her little
hearts in Japanese fabric or kelsch, the traditional Alsace textile.
1 avenue Robert Schuman - 68100 Mulhouse / Tel. +33 (0)3 89 35 48 48

Laura Bronnert's mobiles
BRETZEL ET ARC-EN-CIEL

Laura Bronnert runs the Bretzel et Arc-en-ciel shop with her
own studio at the back of the shop. That's where she makes
her knitted items: wall decorations that can be personalised
with a first name and pretty mobiles featuring the shop's
signature Bretzel. The shop sells a selection of items by twenty
Alsatian designers: jewellery, cosmetics, zero-waste kitchen
and bathroom products, children's homeware, dried flowers etc.
5 rue de la Synagogue - 68100 Mulhouse
www.bretzelarcenciel.fr
14

Artist cushions

Trinket dish

These cushions come from a collection of items recently
launched by street art's Orlinda Lavergne Gallery. The limited
edition cushions are available on the online store and co-produced and signed by artists represented by the gallery: OAK
OAK, STEW, PAXAL and KEF! The range of cushions will soon
be joined by throws and rugs. These premium designs are
carefully made in Alsatian workshops: Colorathur and Tissage
des Chaumes. They're bound to give your interior that little
je ne sais quoi!

Two designers; one name! Emmanuelle and Manon are two
artists based in the MOTOCO artist residence. The first works
in textiles and the second in design. Their complimentary skills
led to a sustainable and eco-friendly apparel and accessory
brand for children and adults. The patterns are screen-printed
in natural ink, the fabric is approved by Oeko-tex and customers
are encouraged to pre-order to avoid overproduction. Check
out in store and online.

GALERIE ORLINDA LAVERGNE

EUGÉNIE DESIGN

www.eugenie-design.com

Available only on www.orlinda-home.design

Bandanas

ElloElle cushions

The Museum of Printed Textiles shop sells premium textile pieces and unique items designed to tie into museum
exhibitions. We're bananas about bandanas this summer!
Striped, palm leaf or floral patterns: there's certainly a wide
variety. What sets them apart? The patterns all come from
the museum's collection. Beautiful limited edition items made
in Alsatian workshops.

The cushions by the young designer ElloElle are ready to
accessorise your lounge or bedrooms for a peaceful nap or
night's sleep. There are lovely illustrations of sleeping animals
on the front and colourful patterns on the back. Check out
the soothing pieces inspired by nature at Une Pluie d'Étoiles
alongside a selection of 100% local designer items: textiles,
jewellery, books, soap, pottery. It's like an association so the
designers take it in turns to greet you and present their pieces...

14 rue Jean Jacques Henner - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 46 83 00

2 rue bonbonnière - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)6 20 82 09 24 / www.unepluiedetoiles.fr

THE BOUTIQUE OF THE
MUSEUM OF PRINTED TEXTILES

UNE PLUIE D’ÉTOILES
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FANCY DINING
AL FRESCO?
Mulhouse and its surrounding area are bursting at the seams with restaurants where you can
soak up the outdoor space. Whether it be brunch, a meal or a drink, you'll get a warm welcome and
amazing unique views.

L’Auberge du Zoo

Il Cortile

Next door to the Mulhouse zoological and botanical Garden, the
Auberge Alsacienne du Zoo serves regional dishes from all over
France alongside culinary creations true to the seasons. You can
enjoy your meal made from fresh local produce on the terrace
looking over an incredible botanical park that's over 150 years old!

Il Cortile serves authentic and sophisticated Mediterranean
dishes in a sleek contemporary setting. A Michelin-starred
restaurant in the heart of Mulhouse old town where you can
unwind on the terrace in the shade of the city's ramparts.

31 avenue de la 9e Division d'Infanterie Coloniale - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 44 26 91 / www.auberge-zoo.com
16

11 rue des franciscains - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 66 39 79 / www.ilcortile-mulhouse.fr

Clémence loves…
La Quille ! I love La Quille for its generous portions,
delicious desserts and wine selection. Street art is my
thing so it's one of the coolest terraces in Mulhouse with
direct view of the M.U.R. Mulhouse. How cool is it to have
a view that changes every month?

Le Gambrinus

La Quille

Klaas van der Linden, Le MUR - Mulhouse

Enthusiastic qualified sommeliers will introduce or reintroduce
you to the best wineries. A shared love of wine in a unique
and friendly setting with a lovely terrace where you can wash
down your cured meats platter with a glass of wine and drink
in views of the famous M.U.R. Mulhouse whose design changes
every month.

A beer bar that locals love for its great atmosphere! You're
spoilt for choice here: 26 beers on draught, over 15 bottled
beer options and light bites to share on the terrace looking
out onto the lovely pedestrian street.
5 rue des Franciscains - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 36 96 75 / www.legambrinus.com

10 rue de la Moselle - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 44 41 30 / www.laquille-mulhouse.com

Le Nomad café
NoMad's cosy red brick cocoon is the perfect place for a coffee
break, pre-dinner drink, meal or brunch al fresco with views of
La Fonderie's industrial buildings. Seasonal and local produce
keep the menu fresh: risotto, burger, sharing platter etc.
28b rue François Spoerry - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 43 63 40 / www.nomadcafe.fr

La Closerie
La Closerie is a cosy spot where you can soak up the perfect
patio in summer. Premium seasonal produce meets a wine
selection that's been carefully hand-picked by the sommelier.
6 rue Henry de Crousaz - 68110 Illzach
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 61 88 00 / www.closerie.fr
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FIELD TO FORK!
These eateries strike the perfect balance between flavour and freshness. If you're looking for great
food, there's nothing better than produce from local farmers!

À la Maison
"Maison" by name, "maison" by nature! This is the place for
good home cooking. Every day there's a new tasty little menu:
that's the secret behind the eatery's balanced, fresh and wellmade dishes. The food is made with love using only local and
seasonal produce to make balanced and fresh meals. Their
eco-friendly policy means you can bring your own container
if you want your lunch to go.
9 rue de la Justice - 68100 Mulhouse
www.alamaisonalsace.fr

Le Pantographe
Tuck into delicious, seasonal and fresh dishes in a fully renovated setting that embodies Mulhouse's industrial history. Le
Pantographe serves daily specials in a former factory! It puts
the spotlight on local producers.
30 rue François Spoerry - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 56 00 62 / www.le-pantographe.fr

Food Link
Fancy trying new flavour combinations and eating vegan? The
100% plant-based dishes at FoodLink will turn you green with
envy! Delicious dishes made using fresh produce from local
producers or their own garden. Wraps, falafel, squeezed juices
and veggie boxes: you're in for a great meal!
46 rue de l’Arsenal - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 67 94 11 31 / www.foodlink68.wordpress.com
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Tandem
An eco-friendly eatery that's wine and food pairing heaven...
Tandem in a nutshell. A selection of premium organic or
natural wine, weekly menus and a focus on local produce...
Prepare for a tastebud tingling experience!
35 rue des 3 rois - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)7 61 79 00 59 / www.tandem-mulhouse.fr

Adeline D. loves…
Tandem ! I love this place and its concept combining
local produce and original flavours. It introduces
you to little Alsatian wine gems and the seemingly
simple dishes blow you away with flavour. I can still
remember the crème brûlée fragrant with thyme...
what a treat!

Les Sheds
Les Sheds is a lifestyle concept with a deli and performance
venue. The restaurant updates its menus to suit the seasons
in a social setting. Everything is made in-house using organic
produce: tarts, dishes of the day, burgers, cheesecakes etc.
The menu even has vegan and vegetarian options!
2A rue d'Illzach - 68260 Kingersheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 51 15 03 / www.les-sheds.com/restaurant/

Maison Kiény
A cosy starred restaurant in a famous French guide that
gives Alsatian dishes a fine dining twist in a stylish setting
with ever-changing menus. Seasonal produce tended to
with unique expertise. Try their signature dishes: Alsatian
tapas, zander roasted skin side down, kougelhopf salt crust
and more.
7 rue du Général de Gaulle - 68400 Riedisheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 44 07 71 / www.restaurant-kieny.fr
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INTERVIEW
WITH DR BRICE LEFAUX,

ZOOLOGICAL AND BOTANICAL
GARDEN DIRECTOR
Fancy a change of scene in the city centre? With over 1,000 animals and 3,000 plants, Mulhouse
zoological and botanical Garden is an outstanding flora and fauna conservation site. Dr Brice Lefaux tells
us more about what's new at the park and the endangered species protection programme.
What is Mulhouse zoological and botanical Garden?
It's lots of things all in one! First and foremost, the garden has a
long history and is part of the heritage both in and outside the
city. Locals are very fond of the garden: it's unusual to have a
French garden that belongs to 273,000 people! It presents an
image of the area which is important as it's a positive one. If
you want to get away from it all, learn something new and gain
an understanding of wildlife protection, this is the place to visit.
The garden is working towards becoming a European centre
for endangered species conservation and expertise. We
support several nature projects and reproduction projects in
the garden. Our team now has a population biologist to help
manage the projects and support coordinators. The garden
has also established a conservation team, which there aren't
many of in France.
What's the garden famous for?
The zoological and botanical Garden is obviously a tourist
attraction, number 1 in the Haut-Rhin area, 3rd in Alsace and 5th
in the Grand Est region. It's a medium size compared to other
French zoos but we have animals you can't see anywhere else
in France: polar bears, musk ox, Cape parrots, Visayan spotted
deer, okapis and more. This diversity is all down to our 150
year history and expertise in animal welfare. Our effort has
been rewarded with the births of the sifaka and Kara the polar
bear. We also work hard on regenerating nature and visitors
are always amazed by the 9 gardens. A new one has actually
just opened: the Alsatian wild plant trail. Last but not least,
we have to mention the little Zoo Express train that provides
easy access to some parts of the garden, especially for less
mobile visitors.
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What are the garden's main objectives?
The zoological and botanical Garden has one key objective:
reconnect the general public, students, children and families
with nature so they gain an awareness of what they can
do to protect wildlife. We've had new signage designed in
keeping with our educational approach to provide scientific
knowledge to the general public. Ten daily wildlife events
provide a taster of life as a keeper: egg incubation, medical
training and animal husbandry.
And it's free for schools! The French education system provides a biology teacher for 6 hours a month. She works on 40
educational trails and 20 subjects. This relationship raises
the garden's profile in the network. For example, with her and
in partnership with the Ballons des Vosges Regional Nature
Park, there are exchanges between plain and mountain classes
discovering biodiversity.

What's new in 2021?
• Obviously Kara, the second polar bear born in Mulhouse after
Nanuq. She lives in a 3000m2 enclosure with her mum, Sési.
In the meantime, Vicks, the dad, has gone to a Danish zoo
so he doesn't get lonely.
• The Alsatian wild plant trail, which is also the Mulhouse
Botanical Conservatory garden, presents plants from Alsace
and has been extended to house even more species. For
example, some of the plants grown here for this project
were reintroduced to Grand Ballon mountain.
• An amphibian terrarium is in the pipeline. This will be the first
time we've had South American poison dart frogs in Mulhouse.
The indoor structure stands alongside Mini Amazonia.

What's your favourite haunt in and around Mulhouse?
I don't really have a favourite haunt. What I really love is
the unique atmosphere in this city, whether you're walking
in the Rebberg neighbourhood, the Cité, the DMC site, city
centre or Ill riverbanks. I feel at home in Mulhouse because
it's cosmopolitan and its diversity is really motivating. The
people here are friendly. I like wandering its streets, like Rue
des Franciscains. You know what? Just recently I discovered
an area near Le Grand Rex where I took part in a street art
project and loved spending time with the locals!

What's on the cards for the garden?
The Africa zone is the biggest investment of the last 60 years.
It will be 2 hectares and have 3 carefully-designed buildings
(hothouse, 400m2 indoor giraffe enclosure). The materials
have been selected to reduce our carbon footprint. The
structure will introduce visitors to 40 new species (reptile,
insect, amphibian) that will act as insurance in case there's
a problem in their natural habitat. You may not realise it but
1 in 2 species of amphibian is endangered.
2 subjects will be addressed in the Africa zone:
• How to protect West Africa's woody savannah from desertification, and with it giraffes, gazelles etc.
• How to protect the Upper Guinean forest in Côte d’Ivoire:
dwarf crocodiles, roloway monkeys and pygmy hippos are
endangered by imported deforestation as well as issues
caused by humans. People still hunt monkeys and hippos.
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3 BIKE RIDES

BY LAURÈNE PHILIPPOT
Laurène Philippot is an Alsatian blogger who details her outings on Carnet d’Escapade and Mon WeekEnd en Alsace. When she isn't riding a horse, she's riding a bike. She tried out 2 loops around Mulhouse
last summer and even designed her own!

2 bike loops
STREET ART AND INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE

FORESTS AND WATER AROUND MULHOUSE

stopwatch 2h / Arrows-alt-h 30 km / Chart-Line 160 m

stopwatch 2h15 / Arrows-alt-h 30,5 km / Chart-Line 12 m

It's a perfect loop for exploring Mulhouse's neighbourhoods
and surrounding areas. As the miles fly by, you'll experience
the city's industrial heritage and street art spots.

This trail starts at Mulhouse train station and takes you along
rivers and canals. It's ideal for anyone who wants to explore
Mulhouse's surroundings and soak up some natural havens!

STAGE 1: We start at Mulhouse train station and ride along
the canal to La Fonderie.

STAGE 1: Start riding along the Rhône-Rhine Canal along the
Eurovelo 6 path towards Rixheim.

STAGE 2: Once in Illberg, the loop carries on towards several
industrial sites and company towns. You'll go through the
covered canal where the main market is held. Ride for a few
more minutes and you'll reach the DMC site, some of which
is still working for the brand making its famous embroidery
thread. This is where you'll find Motoco with its artist studios
and the Climbing Mulhouse Center.

STAGE 2 : When you reach Pont du Bouc bridge, you need to go
uphill to keep to a straight tarmac path running through Hardt
Forest, a special Natura 2000 protection zone for wild birds.

STAGE 3: Leave Mulhouse behind and ride to Rixheim where
you can visit the Wallpaper Museum. End on a high with a
steep hill that will put your calves and lungs to the test before
you roll back into Mulhouse!

STAGE 3: Once you reach a lock, take the woodland path for
a few kilometres passing through Baldersheim. The route
runs through the fields up to Sausheim where you'll ride by
the idyllic Quatelbach River on the Eurovélo 5 path which will
take you through Illzach. Ride through the Nouveau Bassin
area back to Mulhouse station.
 Find this tour on: www.mulhouse-alsace.fr

 F ind this tour on: www.mulhouse-alsace.fr

Plus-circle

I LOVED

• Seeing Mulhouse's different sides by bike
• The many museums and sites along the way
• The easy ride (apart from the final ascent!)
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Plus-circle

I LOVED

• How close nature is to central Mulhouse
• The fast and easy route
• You can really soak up nature on this loop
(canal and forest)

Laurène's bike trail
RHINE REGION BIKE RIDE
STARTING IN MULHOUSE
stopwatch 3h30* / Arrows-alt-h 58 km / Chart-Line environ 100 m
*Notwithstanding breaks needed for visits

Laurène designed this bike loop from Mulhouse station along
several bike paths that introduce you to the Rhine region.
STAGE 1: Rhône-Rhine Canal and Hardt Forest
The ride begins along the Rhône-Rhine Canal on the Eurovélo
6 bike path. Take a break from the canal but stick to the bike
path that runs through Riedisheim before hooking back up
with the canal.
When you reach Pont du Bouc bridge, get off the Eurovélo 6
path to go up the bridge then take a tarmac path that runs
straight through the Hardt Forest. A road to Ottmarsheim
crosses the path. Cross the road then take a slight right
onto the bike path leading to another road. Turn right at the
intersection to reach Bantzenheim where you'll find La Grange
à Bécanes which you can visit.
STAGE 2: Ottmarsheim Abbey
Ottmarsheim is a 10 minute ride from Bantzenheim on
the Eurovélo 15 bike path. Take a pit stop at the beautiful
Romanesque Ottmarsheim Abbey, famous for its stunning
octagonal layout inspired by Aachen Chapel.

STAGE 3: Hombourg castles
Keep to the Eurovélo 15 that goes on a bike path through the
fields to reach Hombourg. Make the most of this stage to
stop at two castles, one on the roadside and the other a few
minutes from the golf course car park.
STAGE 4: Niffer locks
Stay on the same bike path to reach the Niffer locks and the
famous Le Corbusier lock where you may be lucky enough to
see a boat pass and the main lock in action!
To get back to your start point, stick to the Eurovélo 6 along
the canal taking you back through Riedisheim to Mulhouse.
 J oin Laurène on her escapades and find out more about

these 3 loops on her blogs:
www.mon-week-end-en-alsace.com / www.carnetdescapades.com

Plus-circle

I LOVED

• A lovely little ride along several bike paths
• Great places to stop for a break on the way
• Explore the Rhine region
• Easy to reach from Mulhouse train station
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ONE ITEM, ONE MUSEUM
The museums in and around Mulhouse are home to incredible collections. Feast your eyes on a
selection of must-see or quirky artworks and items. Experience another side to the museums!

The Wheel of Energy
by Tomi Ungerer
ELECTROPOLIS MUSEUM

The Bollée tricar

Electropolis Museum showcases the history of electricity
and electrical appliances. The fun-filled museum has
something for everyone: events, electrostatics theatre
and interactive tools.
Don't miss The Wheel of Energy, an original piece by Alsatian
artist Tomi Ungerer and a recent addition to the museum's
collections. The gigantic artwork (over 2m high and 2.5m
wide) functions like a real small hydro power station. The
water's movement powers the water wheel which makes
the alternator turn... and produce electricity!

CITÉ DE L'AUTOMOBILE,
SCHLUMPF COLLECTION

55 rue du Pâturage - 68200 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 32 48 50 / www.musee-electropolis.fr

Tricycle, 1896

The Cité de l’Automobile has an outstanding car collection
that was originally put together by the Schlumpf Brothers.
It's home to over 450 models in a 17,000m² exhibition hall.
The Bollée Tricar is named after Léon Bollée who became
famous for this odd invention. It has a 650 cc air-cooled
combustion engine that boasted a mighty 3 horsepower. A
large leather belt was used for the transmission, driving the
“Tricar” at speeds of nearly 40kph.
17 rue de la Mertzau - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 33 23 23 / www.citedelautomobile.com
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The signalling control
from Paris-Invalides
Station

CITÉ DU TRAIN - SNCF HERITAGE
The Cité du Train, the biggest train museum in Europe, celebrates the history of France's railway on a voyage that will
introduce you to the wonderful world of locomotives and
carriages. Relive the railway's heyday at exhibitions and events
with everything from the first steam trains to high-speed rail.
The signalling control from Paris-Invalides Station dates back
to 1900. It was a vital structure that centralised controls to
better manage railway safety and traffic.
2 rue Alfred de Glehn - 68200 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 42 83 33 / www.citedutrain.com

1750-70 / India for European Market, Coromandel Coast, stamp of the United East
India Company. Painted and tainted cotton fabric by mordanting

Palampore with
horns of plenty
MUSEUM OF PRINTED TEXTILES
The collection at the Museum of Printed Textiles began during
Mulhouse's industrial era in the 18th century. It was then joined
by textiles from all over the world as a source of inspiration
for Alsatian prints.
The fantastical floral horns of plenty are typical of patterns
designed for the European market in the mid-18th century.
This hanging presents a western take on palampores with a
geometrical layout and the removal of the tree of life.
14 rue Jean Jacques Henner - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 46 83 00 / www.musee-impression.com
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ONE ITEM ONE MUSEUM! —

Alsatian headdress
ÉCOMUSÉE D'ALSACE
Learn about early 20th century Alsace's Traditional Arts and
Customs at this outdoor museum/village. Find out more about
artisan crafts and expertise at events and guided tours. This
headdress with a large black bow wasn't worn throughout
Alsace at the beginning, just in the Hanau and Kochersberg
areas. It was a symbol of the French Liberation so only became
popular after World War I! Alsatian women would wear it for
patriotic festivals and the famous illustrator Hansi drew and
painted the headdress countless times

Nathalie P. loves…
Chemin du Grosswald - 68190 Ungersheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 74 44 74 / www.ecomusee.alsace

The Davy lamp
MINE AND POTASH MUSEUM
The Mine and Potash Museum presents the history of
mining this salty mineral in Alsace. You can also visit the
mineral collection.
Humphry Davy (1778-1829) from England invented the first
safety lamp in 1815. Subsequent lamps were all based on this
one. The lamp had an oil chamber with a wire gauze chimney.
The gauze chimney stopped the flames from coming out and
coming into contact with the carbon layers which could cause
a firedamp explosion from gas in the coal mines.
22 avenue Joseph Else - 68310 Wittelsheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 55 13 27
www.musees-mulhouse.fr/musees/
musee-de-la-mine-et-de-la-potasse/
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Écomusée d'Alsace. An Alsatian village to visit for its
year-round events or just a stroll in a community
atmosphere. The natural setting and animals here ensure
children and adults have a great time.

Annual oath
ceremony

by Jean-Ulrich
Schmerber
HISTORICAL MUSEUM
Annual oath ceremony or Schwörtag, gouache by Jean-Ulrich Schmerber, 1789

The museum in Mulhouse Town Hall explores the history of the city from the
Paleolithic Age to the present day.
Everything the Calvinist Republic of Mulhouse did was dictated by religion.
Every year the Grand Council would parade from the Town Hall to the temple
for a civil ceremony swearing an oath on the Bible. The day was like a national
day for the Republic of Mulhouse.

Place de la Réunion - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 33 78 17
www.musees-mulhouse.fr/en/museums/
historical-museum/

Painting on wood, 1613 (Fine Arts Museum Collection,
loaned by the Mulhouse Industrial Society)

Skating scene

by Pieter Brueghel
the Younger

FINE ARTS MUSEUM
The Fine Arts Museum showcases a collection of 15th century to contemporary
art in the stylish Villa Steinbach. The museum covers several schools of art:
French, Flemish, Dutch, German and Italian.
This skating scene is undoubtedly the museum's most famous piece! Pieter
Brueghel II is the son of the famous Flemish painter Brueghel the Elder. He
ran a studio with up to 9 people and specialised in copies of his father's work.
The painting depicts several picturesque winter scenes where skaters glide
over a frozen lake.

4 place Guillaume Tell - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 33 78 11
www.musees-mulhouse.fr/en/museums/
fine-arts-museum/
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Les Cyprins

Les Cyprins, Manufacture Isidore Leroy, Saint-Fargeau-Ponthierry, France, 1925.
Designer Émile-Alain Seguy, machine printing with embossed roller, rolling.

WALLPAPER MUSEUM
Learn how wallpaper is made and feast your eyes on
examples from the 18th century to the present day at the
museum in the former Teutonic Order's commandery. This
carp pattern was designed by Émile-Allain Séguy, one of the
best decorative pattern designers in the Art Deco period.
The plates were printed on stencils then engraved and

joined portfolios entitled Butterflies (1928) and Insects
(1929). These bodies of work were a wealth of inspiration
for textile and wallpaper designers in the 1920s and 30s!
Séguy's stylised signature saw his designs stand out for
their body and strong colour.

28 rue Zuber - 68170 Rixheim / Tel. +33 (0)3 89 64 24 56 / www.museepapierpeint.org

Spark plug and box
LA GRANGE À BÉCANES,
RHINE MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM,
LEMOINE COLLECTION
La Grange à Bécanes is a vintage motorbike museum. Here
you'll find 90 outstanding models and you can learn about
how they've evolved.
Engines can't function without spark plugs. The electrical
device is fitted into the combustion chamber and produces
several thousands of ignition sparks per minute. The sparks
ignite the compressed fuel/air mixture to power the vehicle.
8 rue du Général de Gaulle - 68490 Bantzenheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 26 23 36 / www.lagrangeabecanes.com
1930
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GREETERS' TOP 3
WALKS
Greeters, was esch’s*? They're people from in and around Mulhouse who love sharing their top tips and
hotspots with visitors from all over the world. They're open-minded volunteers of all ages and backgrounds. There is a variety of walks themes that are all about getting together and experiencing culture
on a social level. You're going to love meeting the Greeters! * what's that" in Alsatian

Marie

SNACK BREAK BY THE CANAL

Hubert

If you're looking for somewhere to cool off and fill up by the
canal on the way to Sundgau, give your feet, bike or rollerskates
a break at La Guinguette d’Illfurth: tables and deckchairs
under the trees, cordials and tartes flambées with vintage
vibes (open in season)!

FOLLOW THE FOX IN RIEDISHEIM!
Want to escape to the countryside, a stone's throw from
the city?
Start at L’Aronde in Riedisheim then walk for half an hour along
Rue de Habsheim towards the hills. The "circuit du renard"
or "fox's trail" takes you to the top of Fuchsberg (fox's hill).
The views from the top are well worth the effort: Mulhouse
at your feet, the "blue line" of the Vosges mountains on the
horizon and the Black Forest to boot.
Nature puts on a show as the seasons slip by: blooming spring,
exuberant summer, golden autumn and sleepy winter.
So put on your walking shoes and enjoy!

Thierry

LONG LIVE RED BRICK!
Kill two birds with one stone with an industrial heritage walk
around La Fonderie (between KMØ and the back of Leclerc) and
DMC (especially the area behind the Refectory, Steinbaechlein
and entrance towards Clemessy). Mulhouse is a prosperous
city that takes pride in its industrial heritage. These sprawling
sites capture the economic wealth of the city between the 18th
and 20th century.
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MUST-DO EVENTS
Get your diaries out! There are lots of exciting events in and around Mulhouse to experience with family,
friends or in passing.

THE CITÉ DU
TRAIN TURNS 50!
Journées Amusées
Museums are open all summer long with things to do for all
ages in the Mulhouse region's 12 museums! Explore exhibitions,
creative workshops, film screenings, shows and so much more.
 Summer 2021
More information on www.musees-mulhouse.fr

Le Printemps du Tango
Experience Argentinian culture at Le Printemps du Tango
Festival with dance, music and more. Have a go at tango lessons
and masterclasses to really soak up the Argentine flavour.
 June 11th-13th 2021
More information on www.leprintempsdutango-mulhouse.fr

The biggest railway museum in Europe has pulled out
all the stops to celebrate its milestone anniversary:
an online retrospective, comic and foodie classes in
summer, comic strip print plate exhibition and more.
The highlight is the opening of an area devoted to
high-speed rail to celebrate the TGV's 40th birthday
during the Heritage Days in September.
 From June 12th 2021
More information on www.50ans.citedutrain.com
and www.citédutrain.com

Scènes de Rue
Mulhouse turns into an open-air stage for 4 days. Dozens of
performances of all kinds are brought to you. Watch unique
artistic creations in the middle of the street: theatre, dance,
circus, performance etc. Show-stopping!
 July 15th-18th 2021
More information on www.scenesderue.fr

Météo - Mulhouse Music
Festival
Treat your ears to the Météo Music Festival: 5 days of experimental and improvised music throughout the city. Exciting
and unique performances in quirky locations.
 August 24th-28th 2021
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SCÈNES DE RUE IN THE WORDS OF...

FRÉDÉRIC RÉMY

THE FESTIVAL ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Who are you?

What's your favourite haunt in and around Mulhouse?

Frédéric Rémy, I've been working in performing arts for years.
I've been the artistic director of the Scènes de Rue festival
since 2007.

My favourite haunt is the market because it's a place where
you can get together and meet people. It captures the soul
of Mulhouse which is, if I'm not mistaken, one of the most
diverse cities in terms of nationalities living here. The market
is often a city's heart and reflects its mindset. Mulhouse has
a multicultural identity and the market captures it at its best:
the city takes pride in its Alsatian heritage but it's undoubtedly
the most open to other cultures in Alsace. You have to take
your time exploring this cosmopolitan city. It's engaging, kind,
open-minded and it's changed a lot since I first came to the
Scènes de Rue Festival in 2007.

What is Scènes de Rue?
It's a festival staging dozens of performances and shows that
attract a very diverse audience. There are all sorts of styles
for all kinds of audiences: theatre, dance, music, circus, etc.
All the performances are free! We take over public areas in
Mulhouse, its streets, parks, sometimes unusual sites, then
we transform them with performances. There are dozens of
events during the 4-day festival so audiences can get their
fill of art and culture as they go from one show to the next.
What's your favourite memory of Scènes de Rue?
There are so many.
Performances that get the audience involved, like dominoes
and building a cardboard house, stand out for me. They
reach out to the audience and make them feel part of the
performance.
Then there are projects in vast spaces like the La Place des
Anges show and its storm of feathers on Place de la Réunion
in 2011, or Carabosse's machine and fire installations at the
last festival. The company turned the streets and squares
into a fantasy world and created magical bubbles which
brought people together. That's what street performances
are about: creating experiences where people can share the
same emotions. The fire show by Carabosse was a huge draw.
The world's your oyster when it comes to street performance,
like a night in the forest. Mulhouse, and the city in general,
provides unlimited spaces to host an exciting and diverse
variety of performances.

You can go and have a coffee inside the Covered Canal Market,
chat with farmers selling their produce or go for lunch at
P'tit Marché de Poupous next door. It's also a geographical
crossroads that leads to the Briand neighbourhood, Motoco,
Place Franklin and the city centre, the company town and
Cité Manifeste (editor's note: a company town reimagined
by 5 architects in 2005)...
My 2nd haunt is a bit more personal: it's Quai de l’Alma, opposite
the Museum of Printed Textiles but on the same side of the
Canal. The plane tree-lined path by the canal reminds me of a
road in the South of France. It takes you just outside the city
to the next lock on the edge of a residential area.

 See you on July 15th-18th for the 2021 Scènes de Rue Festival all over
Mulhouse! / www.scenesderue.fr
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Folie’Flore
Mulhouse021
The Young Contemporary Creation Exhibition launched in
2001 and showcases a selection of artists who have recently
graduated from European art schools. Uncover original creations at this art event!

10,000m2 of pop-up gardens come to life for 10 days and nights.
Lighting and music create an incredible sensory experience
that everyone loves. 2021's theme is cut flowers.
 Octobre 7th-17th 2021
Parc des expositions, 120 rue Lefèbvre - 68100 Mulhouse
More information on www.folieflore.fr

 September 17th-20th 2021
Motoco, 13 rue de Pfastatt - 68200 Mulhouse
More information on www.biennale-jeunes-createurs-mulhouse.com

Ondine loves…

Bédéciné

Folie'Flore. This is Mulhouse's must-visit event
and I wouldn't miss it for the world!
It's a one-of-a-kind floral event bringing together
sound and light performance and local expertise. It's
a sight for sore eyes!

Meet the biggest comic authors and illustrators at the annual
festival at Espace 110. This is their chance to introduce their
latest work to you.
 Novembre 20th-21th 2021
Espace 110, Centre culturel - 68110 Illzach
More information on www.espace110.org

Momix
The Momix Festival plays host to forty-odd professional
children's entertainment companies from all over the world.
Theatre, dance, music, puppets and more. A whole host of
entertainment in one place! Enjoy original and exciting artistic
performances with all the family.
 January – February 2022
In Kingersheim and several other towns
More information on www.momix.org/fr/
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Mulhouse international
Carnival
Carnivals are a long-standing tradition in the Mulhouse area
with one rule: let your hair down! Spend a weekend following
parades and processions of floats decorated by local associations to the sound of Guggenmusik Carnival marching bands
from Mulhouse and neighbouring countries!
 March 3rd-6th 2022 in Mulhouse
More information on www.mulhouse.fr

Plant Market
Want to bring the outdoors indoors? There are over 70 professionals here to help you choose your plants and outdoor
design. The ultimate event for plant lovers in the heart of a
"Remarkable Garden"!
 April 2022
Mulhouse zoological and botanical Garden
111 avenue de la 1re Division Blindée - 68100 Mulhouse
More information on www.zoo-mulhouse.com

CAMPING DE L’ILL
1 rue Pierre de Coubertin 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0) 389 42 64 75

www.camping-mulhouse.com

Landesgartenschau 2022
This festival will tackle many topics about the area: nature
and envionmentalism, the Rhine river, local history... In 2
huge parks by the Rhin river, children and adults will be able
to attend exhibitions, events, workshops and shows.
 From avril 22 2022
th

Several locations in Neuenburg-am-Rhein, Germany
More information on www.riverhin2022.fr

AUBERGE DE JEUNESSE
37 rue de l’Illberg – 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0) 389 56 23 62

www.aubergejeunesse-mulhouse.com
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CITY PASS MULHOUSE

18€

VALID

3 DAYS

Get free entry to a tourist attraction, discounted
rates, countless offers from our partners
(museums, sites, restaurants, cinema, venues
etc.) and Soléa public transport promotions.
Available to buy from the Tourist Office.

r
Cit y Pass Junio 17)
n aged 4 to
at 14€ (childre
1 avenue Robert Schuman - 68100 Mulhouse
Information: +33 (0)3 89 35 48 48
Buy your City Pass:
www.tourisme-mulhouse.com
Go to "Book" - "Tickets & Shop"
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CHRISTMAS IN AND
AROUND MULHOUSE
Have a fairytale Christmas in the heart of Mulhouse old town.
Stroll amongst the glittering chalets around the Temple SaintÉtienne, Place de la Réunion and Rue des Cordiers... Here
you'll find crafts, delicious specialities and more. A warm
atmosphere ideal for spending time with family or friends.
The city is cloaked in Mulhouse Christmas Fabric at this
time of year so be sure to visit the city center. Inspired by
the Museum of Printed Textiles' collections and exclusively
designed by a local designer every year, the cloth creates a
festive vibe and rekindles the magic of Christmas.
 November 24th-December 27th 2021
www.noel-mulhouse.fr

Countless events are held throughout the Mulhouse
area over the Advent Period.
· Riedisheim Saint Nicolas Market
· Motoco Christmas Market
Motoco, Bâtiment 75, 13 rue de Pfastatt - 68200 Mulhouse

· Ottmarsheim Museums and Designers' Christmas
Market
· Rixheim 18th century Christmas Market
· Christmas at the Ecomusée d’Alsace, Ungersheim
Check out what's on in and around Mulhouse this
Christmas on www.tourisme-mulhouse.com
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SELECTION OF RENOVATED

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

La Fonderie
neighbourhood
This Mulhouse neighbourhood is a former industrial site near
the city centre and station. It's named after a large foundry
that stood here in the first half of the 19th century.
The main building, nicknamed "the cathedral", has been home
to the Haute-Alsace University campus, La Kunsthalle, the
contemporary art centre on the top floor, and several other
structures since 2007. The neighbourhood's regeneration
project is buzzing with initiatives and ideas! Whether it be
the appearance of trendy eateries like NoMad Café or KM0, an
ecosystem of digital entrepreneurs has settled in this area to
design projects and launch local or international businesses.
This thriving area's revival has only just begun!
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The Cité de l’Automobile
building
Among the gems Mulhouse has been left by industrialists, this
is something special. In 1957, Hans and Fritz Schlumpf bought
an old wool spinning mill outside the city.
The youngest of the family, Fritz, began indulging his secret
passion in the early 1960s: he bought countless vintage cars.
The entrepreneur decided to reveal his secret with a museum
where he could showcase his collection to the general public.
The project was put on hold when Schlumpf trading ceased.

Fortunately the collection was classified as a historical monument in 1978 and bought by the Musée National de l'Automobile
Association in 1981. The museum opened the following year.
The Cité de l’Automobile hasn't stopped growing and giving
the Schlumpf collection a modern and vibrant showcase
ever since. The aim is to open up the site and give visitors
the chance to explore the former spinning mill and its many
hectares of rich architectural heritage.

The DMC site
Dollfus-Mieg et Compagnie, known as DMC in the region,
is the biggest industrial site under renovation in Southern
Alsace and it's quite a feat! The site owner, Mulhouse Alsace
Agglomération, wants to create a sustainable neighbourhood
with untouched heritage that encourages cultural and creative
entrepreneurship.
Motoco opened here. This time the digital world has been
replaced by a hive of artists and artisans who get together
and work together. There are much-anticipated events held
here all year round. Still in the DMC area, you'll find the biggest
climbing wall in France reaching up to 25m high. The Climbing
Mulhouse Center, or CMC, provides activities for climbing fans
aged 3 and over!
The DMC area is part of local history. You can gaze at the red
brick buildings of this company founded in Mulhouse in 1746
by Jean-Henri Dollfus.
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EVEN MORE GREAT PLACES...
TO SOAK UP CULTURE!

There's so much for art, history and culture lovers in and around Mulhouse. Experience these sites
where heritage and history are brought to life to the delight of visitors.

Temple Saint-Étienne

This reformed Neo-Gothic temple was designed by the architect
Jean-Baptiste Schacre and is the tallest protestant building in
France. It is built on the site of a 12th century catholic church
and has inherited its stunning stained glass from the 1350s.
Place de la Réunion - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 46 58 25

Heritage Centre
Édouard Boeglin

Explore a permanent exhibition centre in central Mulhouse that
delves into the city's foundation and its fantastic industrial
past. You'll see another side to the city!
5 place Lambert - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 69 77 76 61 / www.mulhouse.fr/maison-patrimoine/

La Kunsthalle

Center for Contemporary Art

La Kunsthalle lies in La Fonderie and is an iconic industrial
building where you can explore temporary exhibitions, take part
in guided tours, one-off encounters, debates and experience
a contemporary take on art.
La Fonderie - 16 rue de la Fonderie - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 69 77 66 47 / www.kunsthallemulhouse.com
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Abbaye Notre-Dame
of Oelenberg

Oelenberg Abbey is one of the last still standing in the region.
Since it was built 900 years ago, it has undergone major
reconstruction as it was destroyed during both world wars.
Work continues in the abbey. The shop sells artisan products
made in French monasteries and abbeys as well as its own
produce: flour, pasta and biscuits.

Carreau Rodolphe

Carreau Rodolphe is one of few potash mines still standing
in Alsace. Uncover the history of the early 20th century site as
you explore its unspoilt buildings and collection of restored
machinery and equipment.
Route de Guebwiller - 68840 Pulversheim
Port. +33 (0)6 27 70 63 43
www.carreau-rodolphe.com

Rue d'Oelenberg - 68950 Reiningue
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 82 93 33 / www.abbaye-oelenberg.com

Ottmarsheim Abbey church

It was built between 1020 and 1040 by Rudolf von Altenburg, one
of the founders of the House of Habsburg, and consecrated by
the Alsatian Pope Leon IX in 1049. Its octagonal layout, copied
from the Aachen Palatine Chapel, makes it a unique building
in Alsace's religious architecture.
1 rue du Couvent - 68490 Ottmarsheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 26 27 57
www.ottmarsheim.fr/culture-loisirs/visiter-l-abbatiale

François Schneider
Foundation

The François Schneider Foundation contemporary art centre
houses three exhibition halls devoted to the theme of water
and covering over 2,000 m2. The Foundation lies in an incredible
setting at the foot of the Vosges in the village of Wattwiller.
Soak up the terrace with views of the plain and sculpture
garden when the sun's out.
27 rue de la Première Armée - 68700 Wattwiller
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 82 10 10 / www.fondationfrancoisschneider.org
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EVEN MORE GREAT PLACES... TO SOAK UP CULTURE! —

The Linge Memorial
Museum

The Museum is primarily a memorial site where history
enthusiasts have worked hard to revive and keep alive the
memory of First World War soldiers. Explore reconstructions,
photos, letters, cards and countless belongings before you
visit the battle trenches.
Collet du Linge - 68370 Orbey
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 77 29 97 / www.linge1915.com

Wesserling Park
Textile museum

Wesserling Park is an unexpected surprise with breath-taking
gardens (listed as a "Remarkable Garden) and its unique group
of industrial buildings. The on-site textile museum brings
ancient looms back to life with demonstrations in costume.
Rue du Parc - 68470 Husseren-Wesserling
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 38 28 08 / www.parc-wesserling.fr

The Memorial of HauteAlsace of Dannemarie

The new museum follows on from the Forgotten Trenches
temporary exhibition which was held from 2015 to 2016 at the
Memorial itself. Learn about what happened in World War I,
specifically in Southern Alsace, as you explore the exhibition
halls. A site capturing the everyday lives of French civilians and
soldiers occupying this part of Alsace throughout the conflict.

Les Dominicains
de Haute-Alsace

This is a unique site in the Florival Valley: a former convent
with breathtaking architecture that's been turned into an
artistic venue housing music, exhibitions and screenings.
The concert venue showcases all kinds of music with top
quality hand-picked performers.
34 rue des Dominicains - 68500 Guebwiller
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 62 21 81 / www.les-dominicains.com

43 rue de Bâle - 68210 Dannemarie
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 25 00 13 / www.memorial-haute-alsace.fr

Mégane loves…
The Dominicans of Haute-Alsace. Take an exceptional 14th century
convent, sprinkle with futuristic digital arts and enjoy a magical
experience!
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EVEN MORE GREAT PLACES... —

TO LET OFF STEAM
AND HAVE FUN! The Little Prince Park
More good times with family or friends.

Train Thur Doller

A steam train ride fuelled by history through Cernay, Burnhaupt
and Sentheim!
Route d'Aspach - 68700 Cernay-Saint-André
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 82 88 48 / www.train-doller.org

The Little Prince-themed park whisks families to another
world in the great outdoors. It covers over 24 hectares in
Ungersheim and has thirty odd quirky rides and attractions
with thrills galore and animal encounters. It's action-packed:
the South Atlantic, log flumes, Snake and Thunderstone,
2 family-friendly rollercoasters. Drink in the amazing views
from 150m high on the tethered hot-air balloon! A family
adventure and chance to relive your childhood!
Rue de l'Espoir - 68190 Ungersheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 62 43 00 / www.parcdupetitprince.com

Goolfy

A 450m2 indoor mini golf course designed for adults and
children. Play in a neon setting illuminated by black light and
learn about the Eskimos and endangered species.
175 avenue Robert Schuman - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)9 54 47 90 70 / www.goolfy-mulhouse.com

Illberg Mini-Golf

Illberg mini golf has 18 courses for all abilities in a leafy
4,000m2 park. Visitors can also enjoy a play area, table tennis
table and terrace.
Bd Charles Stoessel – 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 43 25 89 / Port. +33 (0)7 70 70 15 83
www.minigolfmulhouse.com

Big Little

Trampoline, escape room, laser quest, play area: Big Little is
an indoor adventure park.
17 rue Jean Monnet - 68270 Wittenheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 57 93 23 / www.biglittle.fr
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Casino Blotzheim

245 machines and 18 tables in the border triangle.
777 allée du Casino - 68730 Blotzheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 70 57 77 / www.casinosbarriere.com

La Filature
National stage

La Filature national stage hosts dance, theatre, music, circus
and children's shows every season. It hosts performances
by the Rhine National Opera and the National Choreographic
Centre/Rhine Opera Ballet.

Climbing Mulhouse Center

The climbing centre is home to the highest wall in France
peaking at 25m. A 2,000m2 climbing centre for all abilities
and ages 3 and over.
21 rue des Brodeuses - 68200 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 67 23 02 69

20 allée Nathan Katz - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 36 28 28 / www.lafilature.org

Noumatrouff

Noumatrouff is a magnet for fans of current music in a
renovated factory.
Rue Alain Bashung - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 32 94 10 / www.noumatrouff.fr

Ed&n

It's one of the biggest venues in the Upper Rhine with a capacity
for 850 seated and 2000 standing audience members. The
people-pleasing schedule includes famous shows, concerts
and acclaimed plays.
20 A rue Jean de la Fontaine - 68390 Sausheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 46 83 90 / www.eden-sausheim.com

L’Aronde

Countless performances, shows and events as well as an
action-packed schedule all year round.
20 rue d’Alsace - 68400 Riedisheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 44 61 60 / www.laronde-riedisheim.fr

Kinepolis

The Mulhouse area's multiplex. 14 hi-tech screening rooms!
175 avenue Robert Schuman - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)9 54 47 90 70 / www.kinepolis.fr

Club 1900

The chic baroque go-to nightclub for Mulhouse nightlife for
over 25 years.
4 rue du Mittelbach - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 46 11 00 / www.club1900.com
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Parc des Eaux Vives

Rafting, canoeing, kayaking, riverboarding, stand up paddleboarding: white water and paddle sports fans in Alsace head to
Parc des Eaux Vives, a green haven in the heart of Huningue.
3 quai du Maroc - 68330 Huningue
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 89 70 20 / www.ville-huningue.fr/fr/sports-eau-vive

Golf du Rhin

Golf du Rhin has been one of the three border region's top golf
courses for 50 years. The course is 6,278m long in a nature
reserve on the banks of the Rhine and Grand Canal of Alsace.
Île du Rhin - 68490 Chalampé
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 83 28 32 / www.golfdurhin.com

Golf des Bouleaux

An 18-hole golf course covering 34 hectares in a leafy area near
Mulhouse. Competitions for all abilities throughout the season.
238 rue de Reiningue - 68310 Wittelsheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 55 55 07 / www.golf-bouleaux.fr

EVEN MORE GREAT PLACES... —

TO TRY OUR REGIONAL WINE
Mulhouse is just a few miles from the south end of the famous Alsatian wine route. The 170 km route
runs through 120 utterly charming towns and villages.
Be sure to stop at a wine maker or tasting cellar to learn about Alsace's grape varieties, vintages
and subtleties. Fruity, floral, earthy, festive, lively, full-bodied... there's something for everyone!

Domaine Dirler Cadé

13 rue d'Issenheim - 68500 Bergholtz
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 76 91 00 / www.dirler-cade.com

Domaines Schlumberger

100 rue Théodore Deck - 68501 Guebwiller
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 74 27 00 / www.domaines-schlumberger.fr

Cattin Grands Vins d’Alsace
Maison Joseph Cattin and wine tasting cellar
18, 19 rue Roger Frémeaux - 68420 Voegtlinshoffen
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 49 30 21 / www.cattin.fr

La Cave du Viel Armand

1 route de Cernay - Route du vin - 68360 Soultz-Wuenheim
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 76 73 75 / www.cavevieilarmand.com

Domaine du Bollenberg –
Clos Sainte Apolline
Bollenberg - 68250 Westhalten
Tél : +33 (0)3 89 49 60 04 / www.bollenberg.com

Domaine Meyer-Krumb

9 route du vin - 68240 Sigolsheim, Kaysersberg-Vignoble
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 47 13 20 / www.meyer-krumb.com
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EVEN MORE GREAT PLACES... —

TO TREAT YOURSELF
OR SOMEONE SPECIAL!
Mulhouse is packed with shops. Foodie treats, decor ideas, a range of inspirations.
Take time out to treat yourself!

Canal Couvert
Market
The covered canal market plays host to over 300 traders.
A bustling place to get together in Mulhouse and pick up food,
textiles and grab a bite to eat. There are all sorts of things
to browse and buy: Alsatian and international specialities to
tickle your tastebuds.
26 quai de la Cloche - 68200 Mulhouse
www.marchedemulhouse.com

Giom Von Birgitta

Giom Von Birgitta's ceramic design studio has a unique collection: cups, vases, sculptures as well as bespoke pieces.
Studio tours available to book.
Motoco, 11 rue des Brodeuses - 68200 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)6 86 46 57 34 / www.giomvonbirgitta.com

Orlinda Lavergne Gallery

The Orlinda Lavergne Gallery funds, hosts and supports art
projects with a focus on street art. The gallery regularly hosts
new exhibitions and introduces up-and-coming street artists
to the general public.
33 rue des Trois Rois - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)9 50 89 59 93 / www.orlinda.gallery

Chocolaterie
Jacques Bockel

Chocolate galore in store: milk chocolate, dark chocolate
and chocolate bars especially for diabetics. Something for
everyone!
10 rue Mercière - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)9 67 18 00 44 / www.planet-chocolate.com
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Tilvist

Tilvist is a shop and venue that regularly hosts wellness,
cultural and musical events. It's also the perfect place for a
spot of lunch, cup of tea or hearty brunch.
23 rue de la Moselle - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 69 54 48 12 /  @tilvistcoffteashop/

Bénédicte loves…
Tilvist ! It's a home from home serving lovely light
bites and amazing tea. But there's more to Tilvist than
meets the eye! It's a shop where you can unearth
amazing crockery covered in cats (I love cats) and the
manageress is full of beans!

Les Domaines qui montent

This is so much more than a wine shop: it serves all kinds of
alcohol and is a place to get together for lunch.
6 bis place de la Paix - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 36 34 69 / www.ldqm-mulhouse.fr

Maison Alsacienne
de Biscuiterie

This shop brings you its best treats and biscuits from Alsace.

Les Vitrines de Mulhouse

22 rue Henriette – 68100 Mulhouse
www.maison-alsacienne-biscuiterie.com/fr/
content/20-biscuiterie-henriette

Les Vitrines de Mulhouse is home to 220 shops, restaurants and
artisans, hosts a dozen events a year, provides gift vouchers
and shopping guides.
1 rue du Marché - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 66 24 79 / www.vitrinesdemulhouse.com
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GETTING TO
AND AROUND MULHOUSE

EuroAirport
Bâle-MulhouseFribourg
EuroAirport is an international airport with a prime location in
the centre of Europe bordering 3 countries: France, Germany
and Switzerland. It's the biggest airport in Eastern France with
direct flights to almost 100 destinations in over 30 different
countries.
www.euroairport.com

Mulhouse train station

Mulhouse train station provides direct access to the city
centre. Major routes and regional express trains travel to
and from here and the TGV high-speed train has been here
since 2007 taking you to Paris in 2 hours 40 mins and Lyon
in 2 hours 50 mins.
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Soléa

You can visit 39 towns and villages around the city on one of
the three tram lines or vast bus network run by the Mulhouse
transport company. Venture further afield to the foot of the
Vosges on the tram and train! Travel smart and download the
Soléa app to get bus and tram times in real time.

Bike rentals

MEDIACYCLES - BIKE HIRE
10 avenue du Général Leclerc - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 45 25 98 / mediacycles@orange.fr
VELOCITE - SELF-SERVICE BIKE HIRE
Tel. +33 (0)800 111 711 /
www.compte-mobilite.fr/services/velos-en-libre-service/

Publication director: Nathalie Birling
Design & layout:
Anna Communication - Mulhouse
Impression : L'Ormont imprimeur
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Text credits: OTC Mulhouse et sa région,
Anna communication

SIXT
3 Rue Louis Pasteur - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 67 05 00 09 / www.sixt.fr
106 Quai d'Alger - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)8 20 00 74 98 / www.sixt.fr
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CARIGAMI
Compare offers and rent a car of your choice for the best
price in the region with CARIGAMI through Hertz, Avis, Budget,
Enterprise Rent-A-Car and Europcar.
www.carigami.fr

UCAR
186 Rue Josué Hofer - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 60 +33 (0)3 00 / www.ucar.fr

Radio Taxis

2 Rue d'Anvers - 68100 Mulhouse
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 45 80 00 / www.radiotaxismulhouse.com

Cover photo: pictural ADT
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OPENING HOURS
Subject to emerging guidance

Tourist Office and Convention Bureau
of Mulhouse and its region
1 avenue Robert Schuman
68100 MULHOUSE
Tel. +33 (0)3 89 35 48 48
info@tourisme-mulhouse.com

· May to August:
Open Monday to Saturday 10am-1pm
and 2pm-6pm. Sunday and bank
holidays 10am-1pm
· September to November :
Open Monday to Saturday 10am-1pm
and 2pm-6pm. Closed on Sunday
· During the Christmas market:
Open Monday to Saturday 10am-1pm
and 2pm-6pm. Sunday and bank
holidays 10am-1pm
· January to April:
Open Monday to Saturday 10am-1pm
and 2pm-5pm. Closed on Sunday
· Closed on 25 and 26/12, 01/01
and 01/05

FURTHER INFORMATION ON…
www.tourisme-mulhouse.com
YOU CAN ALSO FIND US ON…
 facebook.com/visitmulhouse
 twitter.com/visitmulhouse
 youtube.com/tourismemulhouse
 instagram.com/visitmulhouse

